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within the small city of Tall Pine, Minnesota, on the Cup O’Delight Cafe, the townsfolk
assemble for what they name the Tall Pine Polka, an occasion within which heavenly coffee,
stable food, and that feeling of being alive between buddies evokes either physique and soul to
dance. There’s the cafe owner, the powerful and lovely Lee O’Leary, who escaped to the
northwoods from an abusive husband; leave out Penk and Frau Katt, the town’s in simple
terms lesbian couple (“Well, we’re za in basic terms ones who admit it.”); Pete, owner of the
Shoe Shack, who spends nights crafting attractive footwear to provide to Lee, together with his
declarations of love; Mary, whose undesirable poetry can filter the cafe in seconds flat; and,
most vital of all, Lee’s top friend, Fenny Ness, a wise and sassy twenty-two-year-old occurring
eighty.When Hollywood rolls into Tall Pine to shoot a movie, and a good-looking musician often
called vast invoice seems at the scene, Lee and Fenny locate their friendship placed to the test,
as occasions push their hearts in unexplored directions—where endings can become new
beginnings. . . .
each time i'm going right into a bookshop or library I cost to work out if sure authors have
published any new books (fingers crossed, oh please! Oh please!) So i used to be overjoyed
whilst The Tall Pine Polka The Tall Pine Polka used to be released. I had devoured up either
Patty Jane's condominium of Curl and Your Oasis on Flame Lake and used to be hungrily The
Tall Pine Polka looking ahead to one other novel from Landvik, who has develop into one
among my all-time The Tall Pine Polka favourite authors. As with past Landvik works, Polka iss
et in a small lakeside city in Minnesota. the vast majority of the characters are of Scandinavian
descent (with names like Lars Larson and references to cuisine comparable to lutefisk.) the tale
is akin to Fannie Flagg's Welcome to the area child Girl! with snatches of Buster's hour of
darkness Cafe by way of Sandra Dallas and Billie Lett's The Honk and Holler commencing
Soon. whereas the plot itself is a bit unrealistic (the critical personality is "discovered" and turns
into an in a single day Hollywood star) any options of disbelief are absolute to disappear
because the reader turns into engrossed within the lives of Tall Pine's citizens (and the motion
picture makers that invade the town.) however it is the characters that shine here. once more
Landvik has created quirky humans 9characters are an apt description0 whom the reader
yearns to know. Fenny Ness, the beautiful, orphaned, twenty-two yr outdated is an individual
that will be effortless to hate except...except that you simply like her so much! Her top friend,
Lee O'Leary, proprietor of a restaurant known as Cup O'Delight, may be typical to all. the kind of
girl who's funny, gifted and respectable but lacks the traditional good looks to attain love and
popularity in such a lot corners of our society. The "co-stars" upload colour tot he mix. there is
Vietnam veteran narrow who The Tall Pine Polka barks like a puppy while enough phrases fail
him. Harry Freed, the movie producer, who provides nephew Christian's Ike and Inga motion
picture script the go-ahead, stereotypical money-hungry Hollywood wanna-bes. Ms. Penk and
Frau Katte, the town's in basic terms overtly lesbian couple, blunt and headstrong, bent on
dishing out their reviews solicited or not. Mary Gore (no relation to solid The Tall Pine Polka
ol'Al) retains the Cup O'Delight regulars modern via problems with her literary magazine, Angel
Motors, of which she is self-appointed editor and its in basic terms contributor. Tall Pine's

mayor, his friend Heine Osterberg and candy Pete, owner of the Shoe Shack additionally cease
in day-by-day for a cup of joe and the most recent gossip. And yes, of course, there's a love
interest, significant Bill. A (gasp!) customer tot he town, he quick turns The Tall Pine Polka into
one of many gang and is embroiled in a single of the book's quite a few love triangles. There are
not any titanic surprises here. only a wholesome, satisfying learn that's certain to depart the
reader yearning espresso and chitchat with the Polka gang. I laughed, I cried, I pooped my
pants..."Huh?" simply learn the book, you will find out what I mean.
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